Overall inelastic strain The localization tensors and their reduced forms are evaluated solving linear elastic problems, each one characterized by the RVE subjected to only one nonzero element of and respectively
Sonia Marfia -DICeM / University of Cassino and of the Southern Lazio Constitutive law of the subset i Total strain in the subset i represented in the same form adopted for the inelastic strain
The coefficient of the linear combination can be evaluated in function of inverting equation
i k e best approximation of the inelastic field with respect to the adopted representation form
Evolutive problem
Inelastic problem solved at each point of the subset i computing the evolution of inelastic strain with the equations of the continuum in terms of the strain and stress
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Compute the variables in each subset i solving the minimum problem:
Determine the best approximation of the inelastic field with respect to the adopted representation form 
Plastic model with isotropic hardening
Limit function
Evolutionary equations
Kuhn -Tucker conditions
Consistency condition
Constitutive models for inelastic subsets 0 0 0 
Uniaxial critical stresses in compression and in tension 
Before solving the nonlinear evolutive problem perform the linear elastic pre-analyses to evaluate Plastic matrix -Elastic inclusion 
